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Let A be a P.I. algebra over a finite field F. Let F= R = R/P be the residue field 
of a discrete valuation ring (d.v.r.) R, and let F= R= R, c K, c ., where 
R, c Rz c are d.v.r.‘s. As ume A = B/PB for some R - PI. algebra B. We form 
A, = R, @ A and B, = R, @ B, then study the limits for the identities and codimen- 
sions in the corresponding spaces. Thus, we relate PI. algebras over the rationals 
Q to PI. algebras over finite fields. G 1992 Academic PRSS, IIIC. 
Let F be a finite field, andrepresent it asa resiudue field F= R/P, where 
R is a discrete valuation ri g (d.v.r.) and P its maximal ideal. We then 
study F-P.I. algebras A of the form A = B/PB, where B is an R torsion free 
P.I. algebra. This tudy continues, and generalizes [S],where instead of
R 3 P we had Z xpZ!, p a prime. We choose to work with d.v.r.‘s since their 
module theory is, roughly, the same as that of vector spaces over fields. 
The relevant results arereviewed in Section 1 below. 
Cocharacters and codimensions aredetermined by the spaces of 
polynomials 
V= V(R)G R(x,, . ..) and V(F) =FOR (V(R)). 
In [S] we mostly studied the multilinear cocharacters and codimensions: 
Theorems (3.5) and (3.6) of [S] relate he multilinear cocharacters and 
codimensions of A = B/pB to those of Q @z B. The difference between the 
two codimensions measures the amount of p-polynomials: these are 
polynomials f(xi, .. x,)~Z(x) such that for all big B, f(b,, .. b,)cpB. 
In Section 2 below e prove the analogue r sults forany type of codimen- 
sions (i.e., anyV’s R(x,, . ..)). with R 1 P replacing Z 1pZ and with 
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P-polynomials n R (x, , . . .) replacing p-polynomials n H (x I , . . ). This is 
(3.3(a)) below. 
A resolution of F by d.v.r.‘s is introduced in Section 1 below. These are 
d.v.r.‘s RI c R, c . . . (with P, c R, th emaximal ideal) with finite residue 
fields F = i?, 5 R, s .... Given the algebra A = B/PB and such aresolution, 
we obtain the sequence of P.I. algebras B,= B(R,) =R,@,, B and 
A,= B(R,)=R,O,, B. Also, the module V= I’, cR,(x,, ...) yields the 
sequences ofmodules V(R,) =R, OR, V and v(R,) =8, OR, V, which 
determine the codimensions and P,-identities for B, and for A,. These are 
studied inSection 3.
The codimensions of B,are independent of n, while those of A,, increase, 
and the amount of P,-polynomials decrease with n. Theorem (3.3(b)) 
below shows that both sequences have limits a n increases. 
We conclude this paper by applying the above results, in Section 4,to 
the algebra ofmatrices over a finite field. In particular, we deduce the 
existence of many P-polynomials for such an algebra. This is closely related 
to the problem of Procesi [6, p. 185, (e)]. 
1. DISCRETE VALUATION RINGS (D.V.R.) RESOLUTION 
A crucial step in studying P.I. algebras over a finite field F is the 
presentation F= RIP, where R is a d.v.r. and P its maximal ideal. Such a 
presentation always exists. Forexample, Z/pZ zR/P where 
P=pR. 
We list below some of the basic facts weshall ater need about d.v.r.‘s. 
(1.1.) Facts about d.u.r.‘s [l]. (a) Let R, be a d.v.r. with P, its maxi- 
mal ideal and F, = R, = R,/P, its residue field. Assume IFI1 < cc and let 
F, c F2 be a finite field extension (soIF21 < 00). Then there exists d.v.r. R2,
R, c R,, with maximal ideal P,, satisfying 
and 
F2 g RJP, (a.11 
P,=P,nR,. (a.21 
For parts (bt(c), wefix such F, c F2 and R, c RI satisfying (a.1) and 
(a.2). 
(b) Let M, be an RI torsion free module. The M, ‘5%’ R,@ R, M, is 
an R, torsion free module. Moreover, the map x + 1 @x of M, into M, is 
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one to one, hence we identify M, cM,. We denote A4, =M(R,), n = 1,2. 
Also denote M(F,) =F,, OR, M(R,). In particular, 
M(FJz’F,O,, M(F,)zFzO,, M(R,). 
Also, 
M(FJ = M(RJlP,M(R,L n= 1,2. 
(c) Let M, = M(R,) as in (b) and let N, GM, be an R, submodule. 
Then the following natural maps are one to one: 
and 
For the rest of this paper we fix the following 
(1.2) Notations. (a) Let F be a finite field ofcharacteristic p. Let 
be an ascending chain of finite fields. Thus U,“= ,F,, =cl(F) isthe algebraic 
closure ofF. We then fix achain of d.v.r.‘s 
with P,, cR, the maximal ideals, such that for all n, F,, zR,/P, and 
pn=p,+1 A R,. By (1.1 )(a), such R,‘s exist, and we call these R,‘s and F,,‘s 
a d.v.r.‘s resolution of F. Note also that R’= U,“=, R, is a d.v.r. with 
P’ = lJ,“= , P, its maximal ideal, and RI/P’ E cl(F). 
We denote the field offractions of R,by K,, =Q( R,); char(K,) = 0. 
(b) Let B= B, = B(R,) be an R, torsion free P.I. algebra. Then 
B(K) ‘2’ R, O,z, B(R,) 
is an R, torsion free P.I. algebra, and
B(K) = 4 OR, B(R,) 
is a K, P.I. algebra. Also, 
B(F,) ‘%‘F,@,, B(R,)z B(R,)/P,B(R,)=B, 
is an F, P.I. algebra. 
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(c) Let 
R,(x) =R,(xl,xz, . ..> 
(finite or infinite number of non-commutative variables x,,x2, ..) denote 
the free R, algebra, andsimilarly for
I;,(x) =Fn(xl, x2, ...>. 
Let V, = V(R,) ER,(x) be an R, submodule. We shall assume that 
V(R,) is a finitely generated direct summand of R,(x). 
Thus V(R,) =def R,@,, V(R,) (resp. V(F,) =def F,@,, V(R,)) has the 
corresponding properties in R,(x ) (resp. F, (x ) ). 
Clearly, forall n
rank.” V(R,) =rank., V(R,) =dim,, V(F,) =dim, V(F,). 
Also, V(R,) c V(R,) c . . . and V(F,) c V(F2) c . 
In this paper we choose V(R,) = H,(R,, d), the homogeneous polyno- 
mials over R, of degree d,in xi, . . x,. Thus V(F,) = H,(F,, d) are the 
corresponding polynomials in FH(x ). 
(d) Let WEB) c R,(x,, .., x,) denote the polynomial dentities 
of B(R,) in R,(xl, .  . x,); similarly forZdm(B(Fn))s Fn(xl, . . x,) and 
Wn(WG)) G K<xl, . . x,x>. 
The V(F,) codimensions of B(F,) are 
c(B(FA UF,)) ef dim,CV(F,)I(Zd,B(F,) n VFJ)I. 
Similarly, c(B(K,,), V(K,)) =dim,[ V(K,)/(Zd,B(K,) n V(K,))]. We also 
define 
c(B(RJ, WJ) = rank.“[V(R,)I(Zd,B(R,) n VRJ)I 
Notice that such ranks exist, since R,is a d.v.r. and that quotient module 
is finitely generated. 
We would like to study c(B(F), V(F)). 
2. CODIMENSIONS AND P-CLASS IDENTITIES 
To study relations between Zd,B(F,) and Zd,B(K,) of (1.2), we now fix 
m and n, then denote Z=Zd,,,B(R,), J=Zd,,,B(F,,), R =RIP,=P, 
R=R/P, K=K,,=Q(R), and ZK=Zdm(B(K)). Also, V= V(R) is a finitely 
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generated direct summand of R(x), P= V(a)=ROR V(R), and V(K)= 
KOR V(R). We now study relations between the V-codimensions 
c(B(R), V(R)) = dim,-[ V(R)/Jn V(R)] 
and 
c(B(K), V(K)) = dim.[ V(K)/I, n V(K)]. 
(2.1) The 3 x 3 Diagrams. We now follow [S] with R and P replacing 
Z and pZ. The canonical map cp: R(x) -+ R(x) satisfies q(I) G J, hence 
we have the following 3 x3 diagram, inwhich all three columns and the 
middle row are exact: 
0 0 0 
I I I 
0-InP.R(x)- I - J -0 
I I I 
O- P.R(x) - R(x) & K(x) -0 
I I I 
-R(x)lI~i?(x)/J-0 
I I I 
0 0 0 
(2.1.1) 
(Note that R(x)/I is an R module, hence P[R(x)/I] is well defined.) As 
in [S, (2.5)], we now obtain [ker @]/[P(R(x)/I)] g J/q(I). 
Note that the elements of cp-‘(J)c R(x) are the P-identities of 
B(R): these are the polynomials f(x,, .  .  x,) E R(x) such that for all 
b,, .  .  b, E B(R), f(b,, .. b,) E P. B(R). Note also that 
cppl(J)/(I+ P.R(x))z J/q(I)2 [ker cj]/P(R(x)/I); 
we call (either of) these the P-class identities of B(R), and denote it by 
CI(B(R)). 
Let now V= V(R)c R(x) as above. Note that In PV= P(In V), and 
since V/(In V) is R torsion free, also PV/P(In V) r P( V/(In V)). Thus 
PV/(In PV) E P( V/(In V)). 
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Restricting (2.1l)to V, V, we obtain 
- 
o- InPV- ZnV-JnV-0 
I I I - 
O’PV------+V ‘py v-0 (2.1.2) 
I I I 
PV V ‘pv v =-v--------*-o 
InPV In V JnV 
Again, the three columns and the middle row are xact and we obtain 
(2.2) THEOREM. In the notations of (1.2) and (2.1), 
Per cPvlIPC VVn VI = CJn ~l/Cv,Qn VI. (2.2.1) 
We call both sides of (2.2.1) theP class identities of B(R) in V = V(R), 
and denote it by CZ(B(R), V(R)). Thus, dim,-[CI(B(R), V(R))] is defined. 
We then have the following 
(2.3) LEMMA. Denote D, = p/(Jn F) and D, = V/(Zn V), then 
D,/PD, = D, 0 CI( V(R), V(R)) 
isomorphism of i? = F spaces. 
Proof The last row of (2.1.2) implies that 
D, E D,/ker (p yz [D,/PD,]/[ker (p ,,/PD2] 
hence D,/PD, E D, @ [ker $5 ./PD,] = D, 0 CZ(B(R), V(R)). 1 
Since dimR(D,/PD,) = rank,(D,), and, by definition, dimli(D),) = 
c( B(R), V(R)), hence 
(2.4) COROLLARY. With the above notations, 
rank,(l),) = c(B(R), V(R)) +dim,-[CI(B(R), V(R))]. 
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We show next hat rank,(&) = c((B(K), V(K))), where K= Q(R). Given 
an R-submodule WC R(x), we identify KQR WE KWc K(x). 
(2.5) LEMMA. Let I, VcR(x) be two R-submodules such that R(x)JI 
and R(x)/V are R-torsion free. Then K(In V) = Kin KV. 
Proof. It easily follows that Kin R(x) = I and KVn R(x) = V. Also, 
K(I n V) c Kin KV. Let now g E Kin KV. Then there xists r ER, r # 0, 
and rgE R(x), so that rgE I, V, hence gE K(In V). i 
(2.6) THEOREM. In the notations introduced atthe beginning ofthis 
section. 
c(R(K), V(K)) = c(B(R), V(R)) + dim,[CI(B(R), V(R))]. 
Proof: This clearly follows from (2.4), once we show that rank,(D,) = 
c(B(Kh V(K)). 
Since B(R) is R-torsion free, hence R(x )/I is also torsion free. Since 
V(R) is a direct summand of R(x), R(x)/V(R) is torsion free. Thus, by 
(2.5), K(In V(R)) = Kin V(K). 
Now, when R replaces Z and K replaces Q,the same (standard) proof 
of [S, (4.5)] shows that in K(x), Id(B(K)) = KI. Therefore 
rank,(D,)=dim,(KD,)=dim,[K.V(R)/K(In(R))] 
= dim,[V(K)/K(In V(K))] = c(B(K), V(K)). 1 
(2.7) Remark. All three terms in (2.6) are independent of he particular 
choice of the d.v.r. R
We make this tatement precise: Let R, be a commutative ring (of 
characteristic zero) and let B, be an R, torsion free P.I. algebra. Let 
R, c R, R’, be two d.v.r.‘s with isomorphic residue fields R E 8’. Denote 
K= Q(R) and K’= Q(R’). Let B(R) = RORo B,, B(R) = i?OR B(R), 
B(K) = K@ R B(R), and similarly forB( R’) = R’ @OR,, B , B( I?‘), and B( K’). 
Also let V, c R,(x), V(R) = RORO V, etc. 
Then: 
(1) 4BWh I/(K)) = c(BW’), VK’)), 
(2) c(B(R), V(R)) = c(B(K’), V(R’)) (trioial: RE R’), and 
(3) dim,[CI(B(R), V(R))] =dim,-[CI(B(R’), V(R’))]. 
The first equality iswell known, and follows from the fact hat both K 
and K’ are infinite fields. The second equality isobvious, and the third 
follows from Theorem (2.6) and from the above (1) and (2). 
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3. CODIMENSIONS UNDER RING EXTENSIONS 
Given a d.v.r.‘s re olution of F (1.2)(a), we now fix R, c R,, , . For sim- 
plicity, lethese be R, c RZ. Thus Fi= R,/P,, i= 1,2, B(R,)EB(R,), and 
B(F,) s B(F,). Also V(Ri) is a finitely generated direct summand of R;(x), 
i= 1, 2. 
(3.1) LEMMA. With the above notations, 
Prooj Since Zd(B(F*)) isan F2 space, F2 .Zd,,,(B(F,))=Zd,,,(B(F,)). 
Also, V(F,)=F, V(F,), hence Zd,(B(F,)n V(F*))=Fz(Zd,,,(B(F,))n V(F, ), 
and the proof ollows. 1 
We can now prove 
(3.2) THEOREM. In the above notations, c(B(E;), V(F,)) 2 c(B(F,), V(F;,)) 
(i.e., the codimensions i crease asthe fields increase) and equality holds if 
and only fZd,(B(F,)) n V(F,) = Zd,,,(B(F,)) n V(F,) (this is known to hold, 
for example, when 1 F, 1 = 00 ). 
Proof: Since B(F,) s B(F,), we clearly have 
&VV’J)n WI) ~&(Wd)n W’d. 
Thus 
c(WF,), WI)) sf dim.,CV(F,)I(zd,(B(F,))n W,))I 
d d%,E WlYWm(W2)) n W’,))I 
= dim,[V(F,)I(zd,(B(F,)) n Wd)l 
dGf c(W,), W,)). I (3.1) 
We return now to a d.v.r.‘s resolution of F (1.2)(a), ndto Theorem 2.6: 
4fWGL WL)) = c(W’J, W’J) + dim,CCWVL), W,))l. 
Since IK,( = cc for all n, c(B(K,), V(K,)) = c(B(K), V(K)) is independent 
of n. We thus obtain 
(3.3) THEOREM. In the above notations 
(1) @(K), W)) = c(W’,J, V(F,J) + dim,CCz(WR,), VR ))l for 
all n. 
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(2) The sequence {c(B(F~), V(F,))}2zI is increasing a dbounded, 
hence has a limit, obtained for some n, (and all n> n,), 
4Wn)t VFJ) x c(B(Fn,h Wq)). 
Therefore 
(3) The sequence {dim,[CZ(B(R,), V(R ))},“= 1 isdecreasing a dhas 
a limit, also btained for that same n, (and all n3 n,). For such n, we call 
the essential class identities of B in V. 
Notice that he minimal such n, does depend on the module V(R, ), as 
well as on the d.v.r.‘s esolution (1.2)(a) of F.
(3.4) Remark. The uniqueness of finite fields, together with Remark 
(2.7), imply that he summands in (3.3(a)) depend only on the sequence of
cardinalities ( 1 I;, I} ,“= 1, and not on the particular resolution by d.v.r.‘s. 
4. EXAMPLES 
First Example 
(4.1) Finite Fields. Let F be a finite field ofcharacteristic p. Notethat 
beside commutativity, F satisfies th  identity xlF’ - x = 0. 
Fix m non-commutative variables x, , .. xmr let Id,(F) E F( x, , . . x, ) 
denote the identities of F, and let U,(F) = F(x, . . x,)/Zd,(F) denote the 
corresponding universal algebra. Then 
U,(F) =FCt,, . .t,llWm, IFI 1, 
where t, . . t, are commutative variables andD(m, IFI) is the ideal 
D(m > IFI) = (t!“’ -t-( i= 1 I I 3 ..., m> 
It follows that dim, U,(F) = I Fj”. 
Let R be a d.v.r., P c R its maximal ideal, such that F= RIP. Let 
F=F,cF,c . . 
be finite fields, andlet R, c R,, ... be a d.v.r.‘s resolution of F (1.2)(a). 
Here B(R,) = R, so B(R,) =R,, B(F,) =F,,, and B(K) = K= Q. Also let 
V(R,,) = H,(&, 4 c R,<xl, .. x, ) denote the homogeneous polynomials 
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over R, of degree d.Thus V(Q) =H,(Q, d) and V(F,) = H,(F,, d). Hence, 
by W)(a), 
c(Q, H,(Q 4) = c(Fm, H,(F,, 4) + dim,CCZ(K,, ff ,,(R,, 4)l. 
Since c(Q, H,(Q, d)) is the dimension fthe homogeneous commutative 
polynomials of degree d in m variables, h nce c(Q, H,(Q, d)) = (“‘+t- I). 
Clearly, dim, U,(Fn) bounds any codimension of F,,, hence 
c(Fm H,(Fn, 4) d IFA”. 
If we fix n(hence fix F,) and let d+ co, then (m+tp ‘) + CO and hence 
cm+:-7 9 dim,CCZ(L H,(R,, 4)l 
>(m+;-l)-,F,,,%(m+;-l), 
so dim,[CZ(R,, H,(R,, d))] z (m+z+‘). 
Next, fix d and let n+ co, so assume d< IF,,,/ and nosn. Thus d< IF,I. 
Since tiFnI - t is the minimal identity in commutative variables forF,, 
it follows that the monomials of H,(F,, d) are independent, hence 
c(F,, H,(F,, d)) = (“‘+:-I) and hence 
CI(R,, H,(R,, 4) = 0 
for all n, 5 n. It follows that F does not satisfy nontrivial P-class identities. 
Second Example: Generic Matrices 
(4.2) DEFINITION. Let F be any field, A an F-P.I. algebra, 
U,(A) =F(xl’ “” xm) = F[u,, . .u,], 
W,(A) 
ui = xi + Id,(A) the corresponding universal algebras. 
Call the algebra A “linitary” if dim,( U,,,(A)) < co for all m. 
For example, a field isfinitary if and only if it is finite. Trivially, if 
Vc F(x,, . . . . x,) 
is any subspace, then the V codimension of A satisfies 
d-4 V) < dim,( U,(A)). 
For the kx k matrices over A, write U,(M,(A)) = F[X,, . . X,], and call 
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x r, . . X, “generic k x k A-matrices.” WhenA is an infinite field, X, . . X,, 
are ordinary generic matrices. 
(4.3) LEMMA. Let F be a field, A an F P.I. algebra, nd write 
U,z,(A)=F[uj;jI 1 <i,j<k, 1 <r<m]. 
Form the matrices u,= (uf:j) E Mk( UQ,,,(A)), 1 6 rd m. Then 
Utn(M,(A)) = FCu,, . . ~1, 
hence u,, .. . u, are, in fact, generic matrices. 
Proof: Map II/: F(x,, . . x,) + F[u,, .  .  u,] via x, -+ u,, 1 dr dm, 
then show that ker II/ = Zd,(M,(A)). 
First, let f(x,, .. x,) E ker $, so f((ui,‘,)), . . (ui ‘J’)) = 0, hence 
f~ Id,,,(M,(A)) since we can map (II!:,!) --+ (al:;) E M,(A) for any m matrices 
in Mk( A). 
Assume next hat f~ Id,(M,(A)). Let F(x,, x2, ..) have infinitely man
variables, t Id(A) c F(x,, x2, . . ) denote the identities of A and 
U(A) = F(x,, x2, . ..)/Id(A) 
the corresponding universal algebra. By [4], since A and U(A) satisfy the
same identities, hence M,(A) and M,JU(A)) satisfy thesame identities, 
hence fE Zd(M,( U(A))). Since U,(A) is a homomorphic mage of U(A), 
therefore 
f~ WM,(U,(A))), so f(U,, . .) u,) =0. 1 
(4.4) PROPOSITION. Let F be a field, A a finitary F P.I. algebra, then 
M,(A) is also finitary, with 
dim,-[U,(M,(A))I d k2dim,[U,2,(A)] 
for all m, k. 
Proof: Let UP,(A) =FCui,‘) I1 d i, j< k, 1 d r G m] and U, = (u!~,!), 
1 Grbm, then 
Um(M,(A )) =FCu, . . ~1 G Md U,tdA 11, 
and the proof ollows. [ 
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(4.5) COROLLARY. Let F be a finite field, then by (4.1) and (4.4), Mk( F) 
is finitary, with 
dim,[ U,(M,(F))] <k* IFIk2m. 
We can now give the following a alysis. 
(4.6) Homogeneous Polynomials and Generic Matrices. As in (4.1), we 
again work with the same d.v.r.‘s resolution {R,} of F, and with the 
modules H,(R,, d) of the homogeneous polynomials. By (3.3(a)), 
cW/c(Qe), H,(Q 4) = c(M,(I;,), H (F,z, 4) 
+ dim,CCZ(~dKJ, H,(R,, 411. (4.6.1) 
First, fix nand let d+ co, so that 1.h.s. + co (the rate of growth of the 
left can, for example, becalculated from the Poincart series ofMk(Q) 
[2], [3]). Since by (4.2) and (4.5) c(M,(F,), H (F,, d)) is bounded, as
d+ co we get 
c(MAQ), H,(Q 4) dim dim,CCZ(~K(R,), H (&, 4)l. (4.6.2) 
Next, fix d and increase n. Also, let L1 F, be an infinite fi ld, for 
example, 
L = cl(F) = R’JP’ (1.2). 
Then there exists n, =n,(k, m, d), such that for all nb n,, 
c(M,(Fn), H,(Fn, 4) = c(M,(L), H,(L, 41, 
diwnCCWkWn)~ H,(R,, 4)1= dim,CCZ(M,(RL H,,,(R 411 
and hence 
c(M,(Q)> H,(Q, 4) = c(M,c(L), f-f,,& 4)
+ dim,CCZWk(R), H,(R 411. 
In connection with the above, we mention that Procesi’s problem [6, 
p. 185, (e)] amounts to verifying, for various k,m, and d, whether 
CZ(M,(R), H,(R, d)) is zero r not. W. Schelter [7]essentially solved this 
problem by showing that in characteristic 2, CZ(M,(R), H,(R, 6)) # 0. 
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